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Materials
o Yarn: Any worsted weight yarn
o Hook: Boye I/9-5.50 MM
Boye G/6-4.25 MM

It’s a blast!
This uniquely fun textured
beanie is perfect for any
season! Use acrylic or wool for
winter or use cotton and add a
sunhat brim!

Sizing




Add a flower or butterfly
appliqué for a more personalized
touch!

These measurements are
approximated, and actual
subjects may vary.
Gauge: I hook 6 sc = 2”
3 rows = 1”
This pattern comes in the
following sizes:

Size
0-3 months
3-6 months
6-12 months
1-3 years
3-10 years
Teen/adult

Length
5”
5.5”
6”
6.5”
7”
7.5”

Circumference
12”
14”
16”
18”
20”
22”

Pattern Key











Ch: Chain
Sc: Single crochet
Hdc: Half Double Crochet
Dc: Double Crochet
Tr: Treble
St(s): Stitch(es)
Sk: Skip
Slst: Slip stitch
* *: Repeat instructions
between symbols until indicated
[ ]: Repeat instructions all in
one stitch

You are free to sell your work from this pattern but may not share, copy or
reproduce this pattern, in part or in whole. Photographs are copyright
protected and may not be used. When selling your work, include a link back to
this pattern as well as the following, “Pattern by Crystalized Designs”
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE!!!
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Special Pattern Notes: Beginning chain 1 does not count as a
stitch. Always work the first stitch into joining stitch
unless noted. Join to first stitch of each round unless
noted.
Stitch counts will remain the same as the beginning chain unless
otherwise noted.
Specialty Stitching:
Camel St: You will be working a sc in the horizontal bar
behind the back loop. See picture at end of pattern.
SP sc dec: Work a sc dec as normal but only using the dc
stitches. You will be skipping the sc from the previous
round. See picture at end of pattern.
SP dc: You will be working a dc in the same st as the first
st used for the SP sc dec. It will have 2 worked sts into it.
See picture at end of pattern.
Long single crochet (lsc): Single crochet in the stitch
indicated but pull it up loosely so that its level with the
round you’re working.

Pattern Instructions
With color A and I hook chain according to size on chart:
Size

Chain

0-3 months

Ch 44

3-6 months

Ch 52

6-12 months

Ch 58

1-3 years

Ch 62

3-10 years

Ch 66

Teen/adult

Ch 70

Join without twisting.
Round 1: Ch 1, sc in each st around, join
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Round 2-5: Ch 1, camel st in each st around, join (Change color
at end of round 5 if desired.)
Round 6: Ch 1, sc in BLO of each st around, join
Round 7: Ch 1, sk joining st, sc in next, dc in skipped st, *sk
1, sc in next st, dc in skipped st* repeat around, join
Repeat round 7 until piece measure length according to chart:
Size

Length

0-3 months

4.5”

3-6 months

5”

6-12 months

5.5”

1-3 years

6”

3-10 years

6.5”

Teen/adult

7”

Note: For the next rounds, if you end with an odd amount of
stitches when doing the SP dc dec, you will need to work *sc,
dc in skipped st* in last 2 sts.
Round 8: Ch 1, *SP sc dec, SP dc, sk 1* repeat around, join
Stop here for 0-3 months and 3-6 months. Skip next line and
continue.
Round 9-10: Repeat round 8
Finish off and leave a long tail for sewing. Weave tail through
stitches opposite each other. Pull tight to close. See
pictures on last page.

Sunhat Brim (work with G hook)
Join yarn.
Ch 1, sc in next st, dc in joining st, *sc in next st, dc in
previous st (this will have a sc in it)* repeat around, join
Round 2-4: Ch 1, sk joining st, sc in next, dc in joining st,
*sk 1, sc in next, dc in skipped st* repeat around, join
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Repeat rounds if you want a longer brim. Another option would be
to sew brim up on the front or side.

Flower
Magic loop
Round 1: Ch 1, 18 hdc in circle, join
Round 2: Ch 3, sk joining st and next st, slst in next, *ch 3,
sk 1, slst in next* repeat around (9 loops)
Round 3: *Slst in next ch 3 loop, ch 2, [3 dc, ch 2, slst] in
same loop* repeat around (9 petals)
Round 4: Working from behind, slst in skipped hdc from round 2,
*ch 5, slst in next unworked st from round 2* repeat around,
ch 5
Round 5: Working in loops just made in round 4, *slst in next ch
5 loop, ch 2, [dc, 3 tr, dc, ch 2, slst] in same loop* repeat
around
Finish off and leave a long tail for sewing.

Butterfly
Magic loop
Round 1: Ch 1, hdc, ch 10, hdc, ch 6, hdc, ch 6, hdc, ch 10,
slst to first hdc
Round 2: Slst to center of magic loop. Slst to first ch 10, 20
hdc in ch loop, slst to center of magic loop, slst to first
ch 6, 12 hdc in ch loop, slst to center of magic loop, slst
to second ch 6, 12 hdc in ch loop, slst to center of magic
loop, slst to second ch 10, 20 hdc in ch loop, slst to first
hdc from previous round. Change colors if desired.
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Round 3: Working in just the hdcs from the previous rounds and
not the slsts, Camel st around working a long sc between the
12 hdc loops from round 2, join
Finish off leaving a long tail of the base color for sewing. Sew
in desired place on hat. Weave in all ends.

Photo Tutorial Section
Camel stitch:

SP sc dec & SP dc:

Closing top:
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